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Welcome to my country!
Latvian essence
Latvian essence
Latvian essence
Latvian essence
Latvian essence
Latvian essence
Latvian essence
Leading in the Baltics!
Next 60 minutes...

- My milky way ...
  - Dream
  - Terminology
  - Services XXI

- Terminology as a Service
Dream terminology services in XXI
My milky way ...
Dream TERMINOLOGY SERVICES XXI
From the mountains in Ukraine ...
Dictionaries became my friends
DREAM TERMINOLOGY

Services XXI

#ELIAND
... to the clouds on the Web!
My dream terminology services XXI

- User-friendly
- Collaborative
- Multilingual
- Portable & Interoperable
After 60 minutes...

• Best comes from Latvia
• Child inside of everyone
• Questions and passion drive us most
• Dreams come true
• Professional language deserves our care
Put the cherry on top of your content
Welcome to the Cloud Services for Terminology Work

- **Search** terminology in various sources
- **Identify** term candidates in your documents and **extract** them automatically
- **Look up** translation candidates in various sources
- **Refine** and **approve** terms and their translations
- **Share** your terminology with other users
- **Collaborate** with your friends & colleagues
- **Use** your terminology in other working environment

Watch Introduction video on YouTube
Build a customised MT system
using your own terminology
or user-provided terminology
Thank you!